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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to study the stabilization problem of unstable 
distributed parameter systems by means of feedback controls. As a typical 
problem .arising in mathematical physics, this problem is very important, and 
recently has been investigated enthusiastically by several authors, for example, 
by Triggiani [17], Sakawa, Matsushita [14], and Gressang, Lamont [3] for 
systems of parabolic type, and by Slemrod [16], and Quinn, Russell [12], of 
hyperbolic type. In this paper, distributed systems of parabolic type are con- 
sidered. In the same way as in [14], a finite number of observation signals from 
sensors are fed back into the ditferential equation, but are of the form physically 
and mathematically different from those until now [3], [13], [14], 1171, i.e., our 
sensors are located not in the domain but on its boundary. From a physical 
viewpoint, our sensors seem to be more natural and more easily realized. 
We briefly explain the content of the paper. In sections 2 and 3, some pre- 
liminary results necessary for stabilization and instability arguments are shown. 
In section 3, the existence and the uniqueness of a solution of the feedback 
control system is also discussed by using the perturbation theory and the 
elementary successive approximations. Main results are stated in section 4: 
A sufficient condition for the stabilizability can be obtained, which is formally 
the same as given in [14], the well-known observability condition. On the other 
hand, there will arise a question: Does a lack of the above sufficient condition 
for the stabilizability bring about the instabilities of some solutions of the control 
system ? We give an almost affirmative answer for the question. The principal 
tools are the semigroup theory, interpolation theory? integral and differential 
inequalities, and simple matrix theory. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let D be a connected bounded domain in Rn, a n-dimensional Euclidian 
space, and let r, the boundary of Sz, consist of a tinite number of (n - 1) 
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dimensional sufficiently smooth hypersurfaces. Consider a linear parabolic 
initial-boundary value problem 
; q, x) = A@, x) - q(x) up, x), t>o, XEJ-2, (2-l) 
qo, 4 = %(X), XEf?, P-2) 
45) u(t, 6) + (1 - +3) $ u(t, k) = 0, t > 0, ‘E r, (2.3) 
where ajan denotes the outward normal derivative at a point f E I’. It is assumed 
that Q(X) is Holder continuous on @=Q u r) and that c@) belongs to P(F), 
satisfying 0 < c@) < 1. 
It is well known [4], [5] that there exist the eigenpairs {hi , &> satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(i) inf s(“v) < X, < X, < ... < hi < me*, Jir~ Xi = co, 
xos 
rni < coforeachi> 1. 
(ii) Each &(x) satisfies (2.3) and the following equation: 
(2.4) 
(iii) {&} is a complete orthonormal system in Ls(Q). The inner product 
inLZ(Q) will be denoted by ( , ). All norms hereafter will beL”(Q)-norm, unless 
otherwise indicated. 
Let A be the smallest closed extension of A - Ax) inL*(Q) with the boundary 
condition (2.3). Clearly ,4 is a self-adjoint operator with the domain D(A) 
consisting of all elements u cL2(SZ) such that 
Therefore 
m mi 
AU = -C C hiU,4,(*). 
is1 j=l 
The resolvent set p(A) of A consists of C\{--h, , --X, ,...}, and the resolvent 
(4 - xl)-1 is expressed by 
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The equations (2. I)-(2.3) can be written as an ordinary differential equation 
in L”(Q) 
g u(t) = Au(t), t > 0, u(0) = u() . (2.7) 
It is we11 known 1.51 that the Cauchy problem of (2.7) is uniformly well posed 
on the set D(A) and that the corresponding semigroup etA is analytic in t > 0, 
and is expressed by 
Observation signals to be fed back are assumed to be taken from the boundary 
r and to be given by 
where ~~(5) are real valued in F(r), and ( , )r denotes the inner product in 
P(r). Letf,(t) be fed back into (2.7). Then, we obtain a differential equation 
$ u(t) = Au(t) + 5 (44, ?A-& > t > 0, u(0) = ug ) (2.10) 
k=l 
where controllers glc(x) are also real valued in L2(Q). Let a linear operator B in 
L2(Q) be defined by 
N 
Bu = C (u, w,)rg, , u E D(B) = W(Q), 
k=l 
(2.11) 
where EP(s2) is the usual Sobolev space of order 1. With the help of the trace 
theorem 191, Bu is well defined and is clearly unbounded. As quoted above, the 
feedback operator B has been continuous with respect to $1 until now [3], [14]$ 
1171. The equation (2.10) is rewritten as 
$ u(t) = Au(t) + Bu(t), t > 0, u(0) = ug , (2.12) 
Throughout the paper, we assume that a(,$) + 1. Because, if IX(E) s 1, the 
observation signals f%(t) become 0 for all t > 0. Note that (2.3) includes a 
boundary condition which is not necessarily normal. 
We divide the spectrum +I) of A into the two parts, ~1, = {---XI ,..., -hM-I~ 
and (1, = u(-4)\&, where hM > 0. Let P and Q be projection operators given by 
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where I’ denotes a rectifiable Jordan contour encircling A, [7]. L”(Q) may be 
decomposed into the direct sum of two subspaces L*(Q) = El @ Ez, where 
El = X”(Q) and Eg = QL2(sZ). The subspace E1 lies entirely in D(4) and is 
invariant relative to A. The spectrum ~(~4,) of the restriction A, of A to El 
coincides with A, . The restriction A, of d onto the set Q&4) == D(A,) is a 
closed operator in Ez , whose spectrum +&) coincides with A, . It is easy to see 
that E1 consists of all elements .U with (u, $,) = 0, 1 <cj ,( mi , i > M, and that 
It is clear that the Cauchy problem of the differential equation in Ez 
$ u(t) = A,u(t), t > 0, u(0) = 240 (2.13) 
is uniformly well posed on the set D(A,), and that the corresponding semi- 
group e%, t > 0, is the restriction of etA onto E, . 
Consider a sector C = (p = 8 - a; j arg 5 1 < $1, where 0 < a < A, , and 
rr/2 < # < n. It follows from (2.6) that (-4, - pI)-l has estimates 
for P = 0 + iT E C, 
(2.14) 
especially for real p E C. 
We define fractional powers of the operator A, as follows [7]: 
A,” zzzz l -7 s 2fl r p-‘(A, - ,uI)-l dp, m > O? (2.15) 
where r = {p = u + in; u = 1 7 j cot 4 - a, 7 E Rl}, and p-” is considered as 
single-valued in the plane with a cut along the positive real semiaxis. I f  01 is an 
integer, A;’ in (2.15) coincides with A;” in the usual sense. We see by a standard 
method [7], [2] that the inverse A,” of A;” exists. The range of A,” is denoted 
by D(L’Z,~). The following relations are well known [7], [2]: 
A,“A,% = A;+% for zc E D(Azy), 
I f  0 < OL < 1, contracting the contour r in (2.15) into the positive real semi- 
axis gives 
so A;* = e-irai sin rra 
s 
P(A, - sZ)-1 ds O<(Y<l, 77 0 
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which yields the well-known moment inequality [7]: 
il A294 II e c(a) /I A224 I/a II u Ill--a, UED(A,), 0 <a: < I. 
It should be noted that c(a) is a constant independent of 111. The expression 
yields an estimate 
(2.16) 
The following lemma will be used in sections 3 and 4: 
LEMMk 2.1. Suppose that 0 < 01 < 1. Then, the operator L48aetAr is contilzuous 
in norm fey t > 0 and has an estimate 
I/ A:et”” 
c(a) hnfJie--h~wt, 
11 d (c(a)(et)-a e-(l--ah\ft, 
t > hii, 
t < &T. 
(2.17) 
Proof. The continuity of Aa~e% and (2.17) immediately follow from the 
moment inequality and (2.16). QED. 
Choose a constant c > 0 satisfying infzE8 q(x) f  c > 0. Let J’, = (E E r; 
a(<) = I] # I’ and r, = r\I’, . Consider a bilinear form 
Let a*(Q) be a set of all elements u E HI(Q) such that (u, u)~ = jj u 11; < cc). 
Then, Z?l(sZ) is a Hilbert space provided with the inner product ( , )A. In 
general, G(Q) is included in Hi(Q), but is identified with EP(Q) if the boundary 
condition (2.3) is normal on r. Let &l(Q) be a closed subspace of p(Q) defined 
by 1?,1(8) = {U E &l(Q); u(E) = 0 on r,>. Since &(.) E P(8), we find that 
&(.) E gal(Q). The next lemma can be easily proved. Therefore we omit the 
proof. 
LERZMA 2.2. ($,(-)/(hf f  c)lp; 1 < j < m, , i > 11 is a complete mthonormal 
system in fl01(Q). 
Substituting (2.6) into (2.15), we easily obtain 
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Therefore, the condition u E D(A,*), 01 > 0, is equivalent to the convergence 
condition of the series 
jM z X” I % I” < a7 
and then, Aaazc is expressed by 
(2.20) 
Let D,u = azcj&~ , 1 < k < n. D, are linear closed operators in L2(f2) with 
the domains II(D,) = G(G). The next lemma is well known [2], if the boundary 
condition (2.3) is normal on P. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that CY. 2 3. Then, DBA;” E Z(Ez; Lz(Q)), 1 < k < n. 
PYOO~. We have only to prove the case of (Y = +. We easily obtain from 
Lemma 2.2 
II &41’2u II < II A,1’2u I/H’cR) d ~1 II A,1’2u IL, G ~2 I/ 21 I/, l<k<z, 
which completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQIJENFX OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, the equation (2.12) is studied. In the first place, we have A- 
boundedness of the operator B, i.e., the estimates 
II Bu II G ~3 II u IIH~(RJ < c4 II * II‘4 < C4& + vi2 II@ - cqu II, u E D(A). 
The last estimate follows from (2.6). I f  c > 0 is chosen sufficiently large, C~ can 
be chosen to be equal to c, which is independent of c. Furthermore, ca(Xr + ,)+a 
becomes arbitrarily small as c tends to infinity. Therefore, it follows that the 
operator A + B generates an holomorphic semigroup et(A+B) on L2(Q) [6, 
Thm. 2.41. 
Next, we make another approach to obtain a solution u(t) such that Bu(t) is 
integrable on (0, T), T being an arbitrary time, which property is needed in 
studying our stabilization problems below. Suppose that there exists a solution 
u(t) of (2.12) with the above property. Multiplying the both sides of (2.12) by 
P and Q yields 
$ Pu(t) = APu(t) + PBu(t), t > 0, Pu(0) = Pu, , (3.1) 
$ Qu(t) = -dQu(t) + QWt), t > 0, &u(O) = Quo . (3.2) 
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Set u,(t) = C+(t). First we consider the equation (3.1). We introduce a function 
U(f) 
where [ 1’ stands for the transpose of vectors, and we define matrices IV, G, 
and A by 
and 
respectively, where rmi denotes the mi x l?zi unit matrix. Then, it is easy to 
see that (3.1) is equivalent to a system of ordinary differential equations in KS 
; u(t) = (-A + GW) u(t) f GFu,(t), t > 0, u(0) = llg , (3.4) 
where F denotes a linear operator given by 
FU = [(v, w&(v, w2j, --’ (zi, ZU.,~)~]‘. (3.5) 
Thus, noting the assumption on 24(t), we have arrived at the integral equation 
u(t) = e “-“‘G”‘u(()) + ft e(t-3(--;1+GW)~F~f(S) dsls. 
‘0 
(3.6j 
Xext, consider the equation (3.2). In the same way as (3.6), we obtain 
1 
t 
u,(t) = e’ADQuo f  e(t-sL4. N 
0 
- & W&(Sj Qgk ds + 1’ e(t-“)““QBu&) &, 
“II (3.7) 
where wk = [WFim$ ... UJ~&-~~,~-~]. Tni ‘e introduce a function u(tj = Apu,(t), 
where + < x < 1. The trace theorem and Lemma 2.3 clearly imply that 
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QBA;” E 5?(ES; Ez) and FA;” E LZ?(E,; P). The integral equations (3.6) ‘and 
(3.7) are reduced to an integral equation in the product space C’S x Ez 
(3.8) 
where H(t), t > 0, denotes a linear operator acting on C’S x E2 given by 
H(t) = N 
El wk(-) -d8”@Qgg, 
The above equation is closely related to our stabilization approach. Clearly 
H(t) is continuous in t > 0 relative to the norm of -Ey(Cs x E,; Cs x E,) and 
has a summable singularity at t = 0. Since A,” and etAp commute on D(d,s), 
(3.8) can be uniquely solved by the successive approximations for the initial 
value u,, satisfying Qua E D(Aea), and the solution [u(t) a(t)]’ is continuous for 
t > 0. Furthermore it is clear from (3.6) that u(t) is in Cl([O, CD); Cs). Thus, 
we have arrived at the following assertion: 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) The diSferentia1 equation (2.12) has the unique solution u(t) 
for each initial value u,, EL”(Q). Furthermore the semigroup ef(A+B) on fi(L?) is 
holomorphic fos t > 0. 
(ii) In particular, for tlae solution u(t) with tlae initial calue u0 satisfying 
Qu, E D(Azs), /3 > +, Bu(t) is Hiilder continuous for t > 0. 
Proof. We have only to prove (ii). Let a: = 4 in (3.8). We will show Holder 
continuity of o(t) = @‘Qu(t). A relation 
shows that e%~~aQu, is Holder continuous with exponent /3 - GJ on [0, T], T 
being an arbitrary time. Since u(t) is in Cr([O, cc); Cs), we estimate 
= Ii Jot wg: 1 U(S) . l!~‘“e(t-S)A”Qgk ds + w,u(O) At”etA2,Qgp 11 < c&l’*, 
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which yields Holder continuity of $ wku(s) Ai”e(t-s)AzQg, A with exponent 2 
on [O, T]. Consider an equation 
= s {A, s l/Z&f-&A, _ ,LJ;/2e(s-u)A") QBLi&1'2z,(o) da 0 
+ Jsf A~!"e("-u!A'~g~,l:"a(u) au, O<s<t<T. (3% 
It is clear that the norm of the second term in (3.9) is upper bounded by cg x 
(t-s)li”forO<s<t<T.LetI’beth e contour in (2.15). By using a relation 
pdaePf(AZ - pI)-l dp 
the norm of the first term in (3.9) becomes upper bounded by 
Thus, Holder continuity of v(t) with exponent /3 - 4 on [0, T] follows. Set 
zc(tf = C C uij(t) 4U(*) + u2(t)~ up(t) = A;%(t). 
i=l j-1 
Then, u,(t) satisfies (3.7). Holder continuity of QBue(t) and w,u(t),$?g, implies 
that @(t) = u&) is continuously differentiable in t > 0. Therefore, u(t) 
satisfies (3.1) and (3.21, which shows that u(t) is a solution of (2.12). Holder 
continuity of Bti(t) for t 3 0 will be clear. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any solution u(t) of(2.12) with. the initial value u0 ELM, 
Bu(t) is Hiildev continuous on each jkite closed internal in (0, m). 
Proof. For any E > 0, ~(6) belongs to D(Ll f  B) = D(A). PL function 
v(t) = zc(t + e) is a solution of (2.12) with v(0) = U(C). Therefore, Theorem 3.1, 
(ii) implies Holder continuity of Bv(t) = Bu(t + C) for t > 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Corollary 3.2 can be also proved by using A-boundedness of B and 
the representation of efcAfB) [7] in terms of the resolvent (A + B - ,$-I. 
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4. FEEDBACK STABILIZATION AND INSTABILITY 
In this section the feedback control system (2.12) is studied. The smallest 
eigenvalue A1 is assumed to be negative. We begin with the following easily 
verified lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1 [lo]. Suppose that f(t) is a real-zialued continuous function of 
t > 0 and is botlnded on (0, I]. ?f sq~>~f(t) = co, then we can choose a sequence 
{tn)z=,m such that 
f  (t> <f (tJ = 12, 0 < t < t, , 1 < t, < t,+1 < ... < t, < *.a, ,11-h t, = 00, 
whe7e m > SupO<~sIf (0 
The following theorem is one of our main results, and corresponds to the 
result of Sakawa, Matsushita [14]: 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the condition 
rank Wi = mi , I <i<M-1 (4.1) 
is satisfied, where the number 1cl satisjes A,, > 0. Th.en, for any E, 0 < E < h, , 
there exists a set of controllers (g, ,..., gN) with the followilzg properties: 
(i) An estimate 
II 4t)llH1(nj < w+f, t>o (4.2) 
holds for every solution u(t) of (2.12) with the iktial value u0 satisfy&g Qu, E 
D(A,B), /3 > $, where cg depends on ZL,, .
(ii) The estimate (4.2) still holds for t > 1, if ZQ, ELP(Q). 
Proof. (i) Consider the integral equation (3.8) with (Y = 4. AS being well 
known [14J (see also 1181) (4.1) im pl ies that for any a > 0 there exists an 5’ ): N 
matrix G which ensures an estimate 
II e t(-A+Gw IIs < C(a) e-n6, t > 0, 
is t e norm of the matrix ef(-A+GrY) as an operator in P. g=-~b~~~-;r~~‘~ts8; h 
v(t) = e t-%4;/“@, + J 
*t a~:Se(t-5)A30Bagl~~(I(S) ds 
0 
+ iil jb ~4~“e(t~“~A~_OggR~~e~(~~4+Gw~~(0) ds 
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Choose G satisfying a > A,, . Then (4.3) is reduced to an integral inequality 
The first and the second terms of (4.4) converge to 0 exponentially as t - a. 
I f  we note estimates 
we can choose Qg, ,..., QggN so small that an estimate 
I/ QBA,l” /j jm eEf 11 A;%t”’ (4.5) 
0 
11 dt f sup j' h,tt, uj du < I 
t>o 0 
holds. Applying Lemma 4.1 to (4.4), we find that & (( ~(t)\j is bounded on 
LO, co), i.e., 
ii 4t)ll < clle-d7 t .> 0. 
Substituting the above estimate into (3.6) gives an estimate 
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Thus the estimate (4.2) immediately follows from the relations 
(ii) It follows from the above arguments that v(t) = u(t + 1) satisfies (4.2) 
for t 2 0, which proves (ii) of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Remark. I f  we assume Qgk = 0, 1 < k < N, the proof can be fairly simpli- 
fied, and a better estimate than (4.2) with respect to the space variables will be 
obtained. Such assumptions on g, were made in [14] and [3]. We note, however, 
that small perturbations of gfi’s in L2(Q) 1 y  a wa s cause a perturbation by an 
unbounded operator. 
Several versions of (4.2) will be obtained by a slight modification of the proof, 
if g, satisfy conditions, for example, such as Qg& E D(A,$ y > 0. 
It is very attractive and important to investigate whether the converse of 
Theorem 4.2 will hold or not. In what follows, we shall give an almost affirmative 
answer as for this question. In the rest of the paper, we assume that the boundary 
condition (2.3) is normal on r. 
Set A, = A - cl. In exactly the same way as (2.15), fractional powers of A, 
are defined. ,4;” and A,J~ have expressions similar to (2.19) and (2.20) respectively. 
Lemma 2.2 immediately imply a fundamental relation Hr(sZ) = D(-43 with 
equivalent norms. Since -&Iy” . IS a positive selfadjoint operator in L’(G),), we 
obtain 
fI”(f2) = [fP(Q), L’(Q)]l-s 
= [D(-L4;‘“), L2(L?)]l-s 
z D((-$J;‘“)“) = D(~-ims’2~;‘“) = D(&‘“), 0 < s < 1 (4.6) 
with equivalent norms [8]. In the following, matrices Gr , TV1 , and A, will 
denote G, FV, and A at ikf = n/r respectively. Matrix Gr can be identified with 
an element in RV, where S, = m, + n.0 + mAlIe,. Consider a case where 
rank kVi, < ltiniO for is with Ai0 < 0. Then, for any ikII > is and any GI , ---hi 
is an eigenvalue of ---A, + GrIpI [14]. Therefore we can consider a bounded 
set 3 C RSIN such that 
inf min Re X > 0, 
GlE3 ReA>O 
A; eigenvalues of -A, + G,@r . (4.7) 
In fact, if B consists of a finite number of points in RslN, (4.7) is clear. 
We now state our main result. 
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THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that rank l&, < .miO for i0 with XfO < 0. For any 
Ml > i0 with hMl > 0, any bounded set B E RslN satisfying (4.7), and any C > 
maxXi,,g 1 x /, there exist constant il& = iW2(Ml , 9, C) and S = 6(121, , 9, C, lW2) 
such that the equation (2.12) becomes unstable for any controllers {g, ,..., gN) E 6, 
where G is a set in (L*(Q))” given by 
The proof will be given later. We need some preparations. First we prove 
LEMMA 4.4. A series 
converges for each k, if p > a, where Xw > 0. 
Proof. We may assume that /3 < +. Set E = 2,8 - &. Then, the generalized 
trace theorem [8] and (4.6) imply estimates 
where cur , i = 1,2, 3, are constants depending only on p. Therefore, (A;%, wJr 
become linear functionak on I$ , which ensures the unique existence of #n: E I$ 
such that (A,%, W& = (v, &J, v  E E, . Letting ZI = & and noting relations 
Age& = e-izQ;B+,j , we obtain 
which ensure the convergence of the above series. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The proof of Lemma 4.4 guarantees that we can hereafter treat 
the integral equation (3.8) with 01, 2 < a < &. 
In the folIowing, CQ , i > 0, denote constants depending only on MI, 9, or C. 
For lid > MI , let G be decomposed as follows: 
and 
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LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.3 hold. Let j? 
be a Jixed constant with $ < B < +. Then, for each M > MI ,, GI E 3, and 7, 
0 < 7 < 1, there exists an S x S non-singular matrix P(v) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) P(T)(-A + CW) P-~(T) 
zuhere 
k 
(4.9) 
Constants aia , b,(,,,) , and pi will be speci$ed in the proof. 
(ii> II WIS < GLrl-sl, and II Wdls G 011. 
Proof. Let the matrix -A + C%’ be decomposed as follows: 
(4.11) 
-A, + GITvl ; Gl Ip2 
. . . . . . . . . . i.. . . 
I 
, where FV = [l&FvJ. 
0 ; -A2 
Since -A, -+ G,Fpl has always an eigenvalue -Ai0 , let the eigenvalues of 
-A, + G,l, be denoted by pL1 ,..., ps, , and be arranged as follows: 
It is will known [9, Lemma 4.11 that there exists an S, x S, non-singular 
matrix PI having the following properties: 
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k 
-l-5 
0 Pe 
1. 
0 . a,,... (i 
(i) P,(--A,-+ G,F?rJ Z’T’ y= : 
1: 
. . - ==D 1. 
0 0 . . . . . . 'M, 
(ii) ldetPcl\ = 1, lvwi,P I G 1, 
where (P;l)i,, is the (i, k) component of P;l. 
(iii) aik , l~:iSS,-l,i~lldkdS,,satisfyestimates 
/ a,kJ < (S, - l)! 2” Y,;X !(-A1 + GITi;I)d,lz i. 
Therefore, we easily find that 
and 
We define an S x S matrix P(y) by 
[ 
m?) Pl i 0 
q7> = . . . . . . . : . . . . . . 
0 .; +Yl~ 1 
, 
where SJ?) = diag[lml”- ... $-l] and A, = diag[A&&,, ... AL$J,~/]. Then, 
we obtain the expression (4.9) by letting 
and 
-7 
hi,,.) = PlG,~ &.m 9 1 GPPSS,, i%f~<i<M-l, 1 <v<mmi. 
Noting the above properties of PI , we easily find that the estimates (4.11) hold 
with a1 =. S,!. Q.E.D. 
~EiWIvLA 4.6. I% P(,)(--n + &V)P1(,) be divided into fourr parts: 
P(7)(-A + &V) P-l(7) = (4.12) 
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(i) For any E > 0, we have 
Re Z’T,(+z 3 (Re pJ - l ) / z i2, z E CJ, 0 < r] d cy, (4.13) 
where f’ denotes the transpose of 2. 
(ii) Re Z’T?(r])z < cq ) z 12, z E C-J. (4.14) 
(iii> Ii T~Ns-J,J d 01~17, (4.15) 
where /I T3(~)1jS-J,J denotes the norm of the matrix T3(v) as an operator from 
C-J to CJ. 
Proof. The estimate (4.13) immediately follows by letting 01~ = 2(S, - 1)-l 
x 06~. Noting Lemma 4.4, we obtain (4.15) with 
Let T,(T) and z E Cs-J be written as follows: 
where T,(v) is (S, - 1) x (S, - J), T,(T) is (S, - J) x S, , zr is in P-J, 
and zs is in C%. Then, 
t’T,(+ = Z;T,(q) z1 f  Z;T,(q) z2 - t;4z, . 
First, consider T*(T). It is easy to see that 
Re ZlTdd z1 < a57 I z1 I’, 015 = a&T, - 2)/2. 
Next, consider T5(~)* The same consideration as in T,(T) gives 
Thus, we obtain (4.14) by letting ol, = (a; + o[6$)l15. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 4.7. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.3, we have 
6) II G II N,S < 017 - (4.16) 
(ii) Ii F~T!IB(E~;c~) < 018 . (4.17) 
(iii) I/ !p&” II < a9 * (4.18) 
(iv) I WkWdl e %o * (4.19) 
Proof. The estimate (4.16) is clear by letting CL, = CWP. Noting the proof 
of Lemma 4.4, we easily obtain (4.17) and (4.18) with 
and 
k-1 
To show (4.19), we set wk = [wklwk2J, where wki , i = I, 2, are 1 x S, . 
Then, w,P1(q) are expressed by 
Therefore, we obtain (4.19) by letting 
Before proving Theorem 4.3, we need one more estimate. The matrix 
P(q) C%VP-l(,) is expressed by 
0 0 Sl 
p(-rl)&vp-l(rl)= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . 
+laG2tT’,P;‘S,(q) ; AsG,I&‘&-Z S, . 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.3, 
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. The estimate (2.17) yields 
I 
m /I &et”2 II dt d ~&P, 
0 
all = c(ol)(e+(l - a)-’ + e-l}. 
Let the left-hand side of (4.7) be denoted by arrs > 0. First, choose E satisfying 
0 < 3~ < c+. . Second, choose v  satisfying 0 < 7 < min{a, , (aa + ++ 
and v  < 1. Third, since p < 1 - N, we can choose M satisfying 
- 3E > 4ciWxrc$a9r,LY,, 
\B -% 
%2 
’ M-17 
,I? - cL#xll ’ 
and AM > (OlgOL1l)l’(l--a! 
(4.21) 
Fix such E, 7, and M. Finally, choose Gz satisfying an estimate 
This is possible, if we assume 
g1 iLg El I& I2 < 6 = w4 1 33 c, n/r,) 
1 
for an appropriate 6, where n/r = M - 1. 
Let us consider the finite-dimensional equation (3.4). By making the sub- 
stitution x(t) = P(T) u(t), (3.4) is transformed to a system in Cs 
$ x,(t) = T,(rl) xl(t) + T&d xd0 + W(d G~K”W> (4.23) 
$ x&) = T,(q) x,(t) + R,P(?) CWP-‘(q) x(t) + R,P(q) GFA;b(t), (4.24) 
x,(O) = W(7) u(O), i= 1,2, 
where x,(t) = &x(t), i = 1,2, and Ri , i = 1,2, are the projection matrices 
given by 
RI =[rJ;oJ;/x s, R2 = [o;r,-JJ;(s-J) x s. 
Then, Lemma 4.5 to 4.7, and (4.20) yield estimates 
Id-g- 1x11 
d zzz Re Z; - x1 
dt 
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and 
If / xl(t)/ and j x2(t)/ are positive, then the above inequalities become 
and 
The inequalities (4.25) and (4.26) surely hold, even in the case where ! x1 1 = 0 
or j xp 1 = 0 at some t > 0. In fact, it is easy to see that we have d j x,(t)j/dt = 0 
in the case of / x,(t)1 = 0. Subtracting (4.26) from (4.25) integrating with 
respect to t, and using (4.20) and (4.22), we obtain 
In what follows, for simplicity, we consider the solutions u(t) of (2.12) with 
the initial values a0 satisfying Quo = 0. Then, it follows from the integral 
equation (3.8) that 
$ p / ,  @,(f-s)& II II QB-C” II II 44l! 4 t > 0. 
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Integrating the both sides of the above inequality with respect to t from 0 to T 
gives 
Therefore, the estimates (4.18) and (4.21) imply an estimate 
Substituting (4.28) into (4.27) gives 
The estimate (4.21) guarantees that we can choose a constant 01~~ satisfying 
Therefore, the inequality (4.29) is reduced to 
I ml - I %@)I 
> 1 x,(0)1 - I xdo)i + a13 It -9 xds)l - I x,(40 4 t > 0. (4.30) 
0 
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It is easy to see that (4.30) yields 
I x,Wl - t x&l 2 (1 xl(W - I xgW/~ eLYlsty t > 0. (4.31) 
Since j x(t)i < 11 P(?J&. j u(t)/ < CQA&~-~~ Ij ~(t)/l, t > 0, the estimate (4.31) 
immediately guarantees the assertion of Theorem 4.3 by choosing the initial 
value satisfying j x,(O)\ > 1 x,(0)( for each (gr ,..., gN) E G. This completes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 
Remarkl. Ifgr,.l<k<N,satisfygFj=O,i>M, l<.i<nti,for 
some M, then it is clear that -A, is an eigenvalue of the operator A + 3. 
Consequently, (2.12) becomes unstable. We note that the union of the sets G’s 
taken over &&, 9, and C properly contains the set of such {gl ,,.., gN]‘s, and is 
therefore dense in (J!,~(Q))~. 
l2emark 2. We have so far considered the heat equations as typical parabolic 
equations for avoiding complexity. However, in the case where, instead of the 
Laplacian, A is a strongly elliptic differential operator of order 2~2, and is self- 
adjoint, we can obtain without any difficulty the same results concerning the 
feedback stabilization and the instability for self-adjoint parabolic equations of 
general type. 
The author wishes to thank Professor Y. Sakawa and Dr. N. Fujii for their helpful 
suggestions and discussions. The author also wishes to thank the referee Professor Roberto 
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